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  Date: 9th September 2020 

 

 

Well, many of us have not quite reached the finish line with harvest, but apart from our colleagues in the 
far North and crossing fingers for them, we are slowly getting there which is much better news. 
 
A nice start for many with oilseed rape establishment, so that’s much more positive. 
 
Plus, this note is action packed with data, so rather than me waffling too much about each individual trial 
and its establishment which are included in the reports, I will just add a couple of summary lines! 
 
 
Summary 

• Cromarty iFarm results including winter oilseed rape, winter wheat and spring barley 

• Oldmeldrum iFarm results including winter wheat, winter oats and spring barley 

• Longhirst iFarm results for winter wheat and winter oats 

• Eyemouth iFarm winter wheat results   

• Agrii Winter oat national trials results, Carnoustie and Saltash including commentary from Skye 

• Winter wheat early drilled variety trial 

• Several National and Regional winter wheat variety trials results 

• Agrii winter wheat variety trials summary, one to three years 

• AHDB winter wheat yield data table 

• Final tussock disease data and summary from Dr Rosemary Bayles 

• Take Off PGA and Nutritional Seed treatments summaries 

• Semi exclusive RGT Lantern and exclusive SY Armadillo, great opportunities 
 
 

Cromarty iFarm Demo Plots – Dingwall (Ross-shire) 

A reasonable establishment phase from drilling through to September and decent growth in the spring. The 
site had high levels of light leaf spot in the untreated plots, but well controlled by the fungicide programme 
in the treated plots leading to very nice yields topped by DK Exsteel and older favourite DK Exalte. Results 
on AgriiNet – here. 

The winter wheat yields are excellent on this site and the report gives some super details on the addition of 
nutrition seed treatments applied to Elation, plus some very nice fungicide responses. LG Skyscraper leads 
the way, just ahead of LG Spotlight and Elation.  

There will be a common theme in the results across the Country; LG Skyscraper as I suggested a few weeks 
ago was likely to perform well as its light land performance is good, so suggesting some drought tolerance…. 
and it has! Results on AgriiNet – here. 

The spring barley trial has also yielded well with Laureate having the top spot, but the newer dual use 
varieties SY Tungsten and LG Diablo also doing well. Results on AgriiNet – here. 

 

Oldmeldrum iFarm Demo Plots – Inverurie (Aberdeenshire) 

Another high yielding wheat trial, this time plots were sown into a moist seedbed on 9th October. Plant 
emergence was even, and plant establishment was reasonable; average 377 plants/m² for the 16 varieties 

on 5th November 2019.  
Top spot by the nearest of margins going to LG Skyscraper, ahead of Elation with the addition of TSP in 
the seedbed. The group 3 varieties generally off the yield-pace here, joined by KWS Extase. Results on 
AgriiNet – here. 
 
 

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/WOSR%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20-%20Cromarty%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Cromarty%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Spring%20Barley%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Cromarty%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Oldmeldrum%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
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The winter oat variety demo plots also yielded very well with dear old Dalguise still holding off the modern 
contenders….just! Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
Spring barley completes the set of results from this site and again, has yielded very well with I think an 
honourable draw at the top with Laureate and LG Diablo. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Longhirst iFarm Demo Plots, Morpeth (Northumberland) 

The North really pulling off some big yields, this time in Northumberland.  
 
The winter wheat report is very comprehensive from Jim Carswell and well worth studying.  
Candidate potential group 3 variety LG Illuminate leads over old favourite KWS Siskin with Elation and 
RGT Lantern right up there. The data for Lantern looks really good, but more on that later. Results on 
AgriiNet – here. 
 
Again, nice yields from the winter oat demo, Dalguise just sneak it ahead of Mascani and the other ‘oldie’ 
Gerald! Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Eyemouth iFarm Winter Wheat Demo Plots, Eyemouth (Berwickshire) 

Just to absolutely make the point regarding high yields in the North, yet more big yields here!  
Plenty of information in the summary report, but one sobering thought is, ‘that later in the season yellow 
rust was recorded in 13 of the 21 varieties; only KWS Extase, Elicit, KWS Firefly, LG Illuminate, Dickens, 
Graham, Costello and KWS Parkin showed no infection at the site.’  
Elation really doing well again in the North, with KWS Parkin ahead of local favourite KWS Lili, particularly 
where straw strength is a big plus for a variety. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Oats National Variety Trial, Carnoustie (Angus) 

Crop emergence was even, average plant establishment on 14th November 2019 was reasonable for the 
‘husked’ types (307 plants/m²) but lower for the ‘naked’ types (271 plants/m²) despite the higher seed rate. 

At the same time, it was observed that Gerald and Dalguise, along with the semi dwarf variety Fusion, 
appeared generally less vigorous in terms of early plant size and ground cover compared to other varieties 
in this trial. 
However, more large yields here and RGT Southwark, Dalguise and Eagle all share the top spot 
statistically. Mascani still proving with its lower yield performance that it is not keen on Scotland! Results 
on AgriiNet – here. 
 
Winter Oats National Variety Trial, Saltash (Cornwall) 

Just to show the coverage of Agrii work Nationally, 568 miles away by road from Carnoustie is our Cornish 
site! 
 
But in yield this year, just look at the contrast with the highest yielding variety RGT Southwark at both 
sites; 11.69t/ha at Carnoustie, down to 6.83t/ha in Cornwall… Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
The differences across regions, soil types and drilling dates for all crops are incredibly variable for all the 
reasons we already know, but these results absolutely make the point. 
 
To finish the oats section, I asked Skye Van Heyzen to talk through the oat work we have been doing and 
the grain quality results he is seeing currently: 
 
So, for those of you that know me I don’t like to bang the same drum… however, this time I’m just going to 
have to. Cropping 2020 is one for the books – those books you leave on the shelf hoping to not see again. 
 
The wet autumn led to water logging in some situations which lowered spring plant counts and then follow 
this with a dry spring and I think it’s fair to say that no matter the variety or type they were stressed.  
 
From the trials data it seems like more northern sites have coped better than the southern sites. 

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Oats%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Oldmeldrum%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Spring%20Barley%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Oldmeldrum%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Longhirst%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Oats%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Longhirst%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Variety%20Demonstration%20Results%20Eyemouth%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Oats%20-%20National%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Carnoustie%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Oats%20-%20Regional%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Saltash%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
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I suppose one of the saving graces is that temperatures were reasonably mild, so although there were a 
series of frosts the temperatures never dipped low enough to provide us with any winter kill. 
 
On that note we decided last year to plant some spring types in the autumn as this is being spoken about. 
They performed well to be honest, however, word of caution here – when it’s a mild winter these types 
seem to perform well, but if we get faced with a very cold one expect the spring types to be killed off. 
 
The naked types have seen some varied performance much like the covered types. Interesting to note 
that farm conversations (and results) seem to be reflecting what the trials have shown.  
 
Commercially so far, the crops that have been taken in have mostly be variable. Glencore have seen 29 
samples of Mascani to date and have bushel weights ranging 38 kg/hl to 57 kg/hl, and only one sample 
with screenings over 6%. So, some samples being downgraded to feed and others still seeing a good 
premium from Mascani.  
 
GB Seeds have assessed 25 samples of naked oats so far with bushel weights ranging from 54.9 kg/hl to 
71.5 kg/hl with varied screenings as well. Again though, with demand for naked oats from the end users 
being strong we don’t foresee any major issues even with the varied quality to date. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – National Variety Trial, Revesby (Lincs) 

Originally intended for late drilling at a heavy land site in Essex this trial was moved to Revesby when 
continued wet weather meant drilling simply wasn't feasible at the original location. A drier spell of weather 
during January, plus the sandy, silt soil type, allowed the previous sugar beet crop to be lifted, the site to 
be ploughed and this trial to be drilled into very good seedbed conditions on 24th January 2020. 
 
Given the drill date and dry spring an average yield of 10.07t/ha is extremely good with top yields of close 
to 11t/ha being particularly impressive. 
 
The later drilling did not stop LG Skyscraper heading quite a large pack of varieties which are statistically 
the same. 
 
For the first time we see RGT Lantern in a later drilled slot and doing nicely, about the same as KWS 
Extase. 
 
You have to move quite a way down the results to find spring wheat varieties, so yet again this trial 
illustrates winter wheats inherently have higher yield potential compared to spring wheat, assuming 
reasonable certainty of drilling prior to Early Feb. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – Early Drilled Variety Trial, Coldstream (Borders) 

A cracking trial looking at the early drilled slot where the lack of grassweeds allows! 
 
The trial was drilled on 7th September into a moist seedbed. Crop emergence was even despite the dry 
conditions following drilling. Average plant establishment on 21st September 2019 was reasonable (164 
plants/m² averaged over the 29 varieties in the trial). 

 
Another comprehensive report well worth reading, with very high yields. 
 
RGT Saki leading the pack and this could be another useful slot for this variety, but just watch the pgr 
programme. There is no doubt that Saki has performed well across the Country at various drill dates as 
was expected from previous work, but this year its later maturity could also have helped (+3) 
 
SY Insitor also doing well but this variety typically will be hard work drilled early because of yellow rust and 
standing power, so be very careful with this! 
 
RGT Lantern also statistically the same as the best, so here we have seen it performing early drilled and 
as in the Revesby trial above, drilled end of January – very interesting! Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
 

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/AW%20-%20National%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Revesby%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Coldstream%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
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Winter Wheat – National Variety Trial, Agrifocus (Wilts) 

A brief lull in the persistent rain during October allowed this site to be drilled into wet but workable 
conditions on the 30th. Rain resumed soon after drilling and conditions remained wet for the remainder of 
the winter and early spring. Initial plant establishment was good, however, the persistent water logging 
and soil 'slump' led to anaerobic conditions which caused slow growth and eventual plant loss across 
large areas of the site 
 
In ‘normal’ seasons this is a high tritici site, but not this year. However yellow rust was the main disease 
pressure. 
 
Here in the West, RGT Saki continues to lead the pack, but again RGT Lantern is amongst the leaders 
right at the top. 
 
KWS Extase enjoying a better yield here as it has been rather average across the Country in this awkward 
year. RGT Silversurfer has yielded well and I think this is a sneaky ‘dark horse’ with an Agrii tritici 
score (7.9) as a candidate group 4 hard variety. 
 
Skyfall very average here as on other sites this year, but of course its long-term yield results and flexibility 
cannot be ignored in cropping plans. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – National Variety Trial, Bishop Burton (Yorks) 

Plant growth and development at the site were slow in autumn 2019 and spring 2020. Plants were still at 
late tillering on 1st April and had only reached GS 31 at the end of April 2020. (plants were at GS 32 in late 
April 2019). Crop canopies were reasonable although somewhat ‘thinner’ in patches within plots. 
 
Having said that, with yellow rust the main disease in untreated plots, the yields from the site are very 
good. 
 
RGT Saki appearing at the top again, but interesting joined by RGT Lantern (again!), so these two 
varieties have really performed well in a tough season. 
 
RGT Silversurfer near the top, so as in Wiltshire, an interesting proposition going forward which was 
‘picked out’ from previous data by the technical team. Please bear in mind I think there are a few tonnes of 
this variety to sell and is exclusive to Agrii. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – National Variety Trial, Carnoustie (Angus) 

Crop emergence was very even, average plant establishment on 14th November 2019 was very good (280 
plants/m² averaged over varieties). However, plant growth and development were slow - plants were still 
at one tiller on 19th February 2020. 
 
Mildew was the main disease on the site, but yellow rust was present. 
 
RGT Lantern heads a fairly large pack of varieties which were significantly the same, but a pattern 
emerges for this variety! Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – National Variety Trial, Langley (Essex) 

Very dry seedbeds in September, then rain throughout October and the remainder of the late autumn and 
winter allowed no opportunity to drill this relatively heavy land site until a drier spell during late January 
gave dry enough conditions for it to be sown on the 7th February. 
 
By late July yellow and brown rust were the only diseases present in the untreated plots. 
 
Many varieties statistically the same at the top, but here lead by KWS Barrel. RGT Lantern in amongst 
these again, but with LG Skyscraper and RGT Saki not far behind. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20National%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20AgriiFocus%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20National%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Bishop%20Burton%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20National%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Carnoustie%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20National%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Langley%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
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Winter Wheat – Regional Variety Trial, Boston (Lincs) 

Having pretty much given up hope of drilling this site, a brief halt to the constant winter rainfall allowed soil 
conditions to dry just enough for the site to be ploughed and the trial drilled in reasonable conditions on 
29th January. 
 
Yellow rust was the main disease during the season. 
 
This site featured in the video taken where I discussed varieties and is still available on line. 
 
The yields from a January drilled slot are exceptional and just goes to show that yes, whilst drilling in the 
main window makes sense, waiting for a decent seedbed on well structured land is actually more 
important. 
 
KWS Barrel just sneaks the top spot and Lincolnshire seems to treat this variety well! 
However, it is joined with LG Skyscraper, RGT Saki, Graham and RGT Lantern all statistically the same. 
Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
Winter Wheat – Regional Variety Trial, Ludlow (Shrops) 

Despite over 200mm of rain in October and another 191mm up until the 17th November, cultivating and 
drilling immediately behind the plough allowed this site to be established on the 20th November when 
many others proved impossible. 
 
The weather conditions during May and June in particular proved ideal for yellow rust development and by 
early July high to extremely high levels had built up in the untreated plots of around half the varieties. 
 
The weather conditions through June also allowed Septoria tritici to develop with moderate to high levels 
in some untreated varieties which hadn't already been defoliated by yellow rust. 
 
Decent enough yields for the season for sure, headed by RGT Saki and KWS Extase, but again RGT 
Lantern and RGT Silversurfer up there in the mix, not forgetting Costello which still tootles along very 
nicely…Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – Agrii National and Regional Variety Trials Summary 1-3 years 

So, to summarise winter wheat so far, David Leaper has collated this summary. 
 
For this season, I would say the group one varieties have been steady, nothing out of the ordinary with 
Skyfall perhaps enjoying this harvest the least. But in reality, the pecking order in yield is much the same 
for this group over the last three years. 
 
Group two varieties much the same with KWS Extase doing well enough but not surging ahead on many 
sites as it has done so for the last couple of years. However, of course a major player and KWS Siskin still 
hanging on in their quite well.  
 
Group three, this year LG Prince leads the pack as a candidate, but its specific weight is quite low and its 
straw could be stiffer. KWS Firefly holding its yield well enough where fungicide treatments are robust and 
maintains its slight yield advantage over KWS Barrel and Elicit. 
 
Group four soft varieties generally having a good year with newcomer RGT Saki having an excellent year. 
LG Skyscraper still yielding as well as expected because of its performance on light land as well as heavy, 
so giving it robustness over the last three years trials data. 
LG Tapestry an interesting candidate going forward and Elation still doing well enough across the Country 
and excelling in the far North and Scotland. 
 
Group four hard candidate KWS Cranium just sneaks it and generally the variety looks fine with no 
weaknesses at present. Gleam still continues to yield well and although its untreated score continues to 
drop away, looked after appropriately it will do nicely.  

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Regional%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Boston%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Regional%20Variety%20Trial%20Yield%20Results%20Ludlow%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
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RGT Lantern right up there in yield, across Regions and over the one to three-year summaries: needs 
noting! 
SY Insitor dropping back a little this year as has Graham. Candidate RGT Silversurfer looking very decent 
and should make a great variety for the West in particular with its tritici score second highest on the 
Advisory List (7.9), compared to (8.0) for Theodore, but stiffer in the straw and a higher specific weight. 
Please also note in the summary, the graph showing fungicide response by varieties.  
Very interesting reading and thanks to David for collating as this gives a great overview of why fungicide 
programmes are important to get the best out of varieties.  
 
So far only two varieties RGT Saki and LG Tapestry are slightly below the cost of programme break even 
line, the rest by massively varying degrees with an average of response of 1.7 t/ha 
 
Eventually this data can be looked at on an individual site basis and should form a nice foundation for you 
to justify fungicide inputs and timings next season. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
Winter Wheat – AHDB Yield Data 2020 

For completeness I have sorted the 2016-20 column in yield order. Results on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
 Rust Monitoring Tussocks 2020 - Final Report   

This report is something of a gem that none of our competition and dare I say, AHDB will not get close to 
being able to collate and disseminate. 
 
The tussock plots give us so much information, a real ‘heads up’ on what is going on because of the 
genetics added by Dr Rosemary Bayles and Bill Angus. 
 
I asked Rosemary to add extra explanation as to the rationale of why the varieties are added and what 
data they lead us to. 
 
Fascinating, thought provoking and an exceptional insight around genetics. 
 
Please give this your time to read through, you won’t find this data in any journal or scientific report, its 
yours to use to create added knowledge above and beyond…. enjoy. Link to TN20 28 - Rust Monitoring 
Tussocks 2020 - Final Report here. 
 
Take Off PGA and Nutritional Seed treatments 

Summary and graphs kindly collated by David Leaper: 
 
Results are now starting to come in for Agrii’s seed treatment range on winter wheat. This year results 
have been set against all of the available so far in a piano graph format to show the extent and frequency 
of response from the seed treatments.  
 
Take Off has been tested since 2009 while the others have been tested from 2017 onwards. The results 
mirror those we saw earlier on winter barley. 
 
The results are compelling and show a high likelihood of return from using these products.  Typically, 
<0.1tonne/ha extra yield is needed to cover the cost of an individual treatment. 
  
It is important to point out that the vast majority of these trials were not carried out on nutrient deficient 
sites. Indeed, a recent analysis suggested that there is no significant correlation between soil deficiency 
and response. This suggests that they are benefiting the crop in situations even where the nutrients are 
not limiting and the case for routine treatment is strong. Results on AgriiNet to Agnition here, iMan here, 
Take Off here, and Zax summaries here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%201,%202%20and%203%20Year%20Summary%20-%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20AHDB%20Yields%202020.pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/technical/agriipub/Technical_Notes/TN20%2028%20-%20Rust%20Monitoring%20Tussocks%202020%20-%20Final%20Report.pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20AgNition%20Seed%20Treatment%20Summary%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20iMan%20Seed%20Treatment%20Summary%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Take%20Off%20PGA%20Seed%20Treatment%20Summary%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Var_trial_results/Winter%20Wheat%20-%20Zax%20Seed%20Treatment%20Summary%202020%20(Agrii).pdf
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RGT Lantern 

It is very encouraging to see yet another semi exclusive variety performing so well in a tough year. We 
have had Lantern in the COGS programme and National trials series for a while and liked what we saw. 
 
A Relay cross with KWS Kielder and as an agronomy business, Relay did us well as a variety particularly 
as a second wheat. Although second wheat work became a casualty of last autumns drilling campaign 
which is a pity, from previous work we are happy with its performance in this slot. 
However, this season we have seen in the results above that actually Lantern is right up there in yield in 
an early drilled trial at Coldstream (Angus) drilled 7th September and right up there again at Boston (Lincs) 
drilled 29th January – that’s versatile! 
 
Disease scores this year still holding nicely with yellow rust (6.5), brown rust (4.5) and tritici (5.7) 
Straw strength treated (7), so absolutely fine, but use a sensible pgr programme. 
The yield has been very consistent over the years in our trials programme 
Orange wheat blossom midge resistant 
 
The variety missed recommendation by the usual 1% or so, but we were confident in its overall agronomic 
performance and multiplied the seed as an exclusive variety. 
 
So, we have seed to sell of a very nice variety, second wheat slot yes, but of course no slouch as a first! 
 
Please give this a go, the feedback from the growers who had some this year was a big thumbs up, so 
with Lantern - go and light up their rotation plans! 
 
 
SY Armadillo 

And last but not least! 
 
One further opportunity, this time we have a hybrid barley opportunity to offer, as an exclusive. 
SY Armadillo looks really suited to the North and Scotland, plus a very useful option on lighter land 
anywhere. So, it will be included in the majority of sites this autumn to get the very best data we can. 
 
The straw is about the same as SY Kingsbarn in height, but some very useful low brackling scores, so this 
looks a very nice package particularly if straw is needed on farm. 
 
We will also have two trials dedicated to Armadillo agronomy next season as Syngenta have recognised 
our work on sustainability as valuable and see this variety as an offer to look at targeted inputs and 
reduced risk. 
 
I like the concept and thoughts around this and actually is another option in the armoury. Belfry for the 
heavier land and robustness in the straw, Armadillo in the North or on lighter soils across the Country (but 
clearly it can also grow very happily on heavier!) 
 
I believe we are 50% sold on SY Armadillo, but I would like to get the remainder on farm for evaluation 
please, could be very useful for us going forward…. SY Armadillo information on AgriiNet – here. 
 
 
 
So that’s quite a lot of information in one note, but as usual, any questions and just get back to me. 
 
Best wishes 
 
Colin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://agriinet.co.uk/ourcompany/agronomy/seed/seedap/Agrii_Variety_Profiles/SY%20Armadillo%20-%20Hybrid%20Barley%20Variety%20Information%20-%20Autumn%202020%20(Agrii).pdf

